3rd grade: January
Lesson 3: clay turtles
Prep: cut clay and cut out turtle templet

Turtle templet:
Check clay box for January for pre-cut turtle templets if no
templets or not enough turtle templets are available you will
need to copy templet on card stock and cut out prior to lesson.

Materials and set up:
Cover desks
Pre-cut clay
Bowls to set clay (on the shelf)
Pencils & turtle templet (in January clay box)
Clay pointed sticks (in the clay wagon)
Clay boards (in the clay wagon)
Clay rollers (in the clay wagon)

Lesson:
Remind the class that clay should not be pulled apart it can cause
air bubbles and cause their turtle to break.
Take clay with hands roll into a ball.
Then flatten the ball with their hands and place on clay board.
With clay roller begin to roll clay.
Roll clay in all directions and turning it over and roll it out until
clay is about ½ inch thick.
• Do not roll clay to thin or it will break during the drying
process.
Place the turtle templet on top of the rolled clay and with
pointed stick lightly trace the outline of the turtle.
Remove the turtle templet and save for future use.
With pointed stick press through the outline of the turtle, throw
away any excess clay.
Designing the turtle:
To make the turtle design, use the flat end of pencil to make
circle imprints.
Do not press to deep just enough to make imprint.
Make circles all over turtle body.
Then use the pointed stick an imprint in the center of each circle.
Lightly press with the pointed stick into the clay, do not go all the
way through the clay.

After design is completed:

Gentle place the turtles on bowls with the design side down to
dry.
With pointed stick write student number or name on top.

Ask the teacher where you can place the turtles to dry.
Clean up:
Wipe off clay boards, clay sticks and return to clay wagon.
Place turtle templet and pencils back in the January clay box.
Return all the materials and clay wagon back to the art closet.
When to fire your clay turtles:
Turtles must dry for 30 days or more.
After drying is completed follow directions for bisque fire in kiln
room.
After the 1st fire is complete 2nd phase is the glaze.
During a future lesson you can set up a glaze station.
Glaze and glaze brushes are located in the kiln room. Choose 1 or
2 glaze colors. Pour glaze in 3-4 bowls have students paint glaze
on design side only. Have 4-5 students at a time at the glazing
station.
Wipe off any glaze on the bottom of turtle. Glaze on bottom can
cause the piece to stick on the kiln shelf.

After glaze is completed there is no drying time required you can
fire the turtles at any time following the glaze directions in kiln
room.

The kiln takes a lot of energy to run, we ask the art
docents to share the kiln with another class and
schedule kiln use on Teamup calendar.
Happy Turtles!!

